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Long ago, the four nations lived together in harmony. Then, everything 
changed when the Fire Nation attacked. With their advanced technology, they  
established a new order in the world, and every city and nation needed to  
decide whether it would rise to this new dangerous height or try to stay in  
balance with the world. The Avatar is gone, and will not be found for many 

years.

This dilemma makes it a good story to model with Worlds Without Harmony’s 
Natural and Industrial Tension.

This Quick-Start is for 3 Players. Familiarity with Avatar is not necessary to play, 
but it will enrich the experience.



Using This Quick-Start World
Quick-Starts such as this one provide a World in which to play a session of 
Worlds Without Harmony. The players should go through The Legend, as in a 
normal session, but many of the first steps have already been chosen. The Tension 
has already been decided, and the Factions have already been described, so 
just fill in Faction cards with the information on the following pages.

The Tension
This Quick-Start World uses the Natural and Industrial Tension, and players 
should use that Tension’s list of Tones and Special Rules.

Take a thicker piece of string or twine, about a foot long. At each end, run 
the twine through the hole in an index card. Write Natural on one card and 
Industrial on the other, so you have the Poles tied to each other by a length of 
twine. This is called The Cord, and represents the spectrum of positions between 
the two Poles.

The Factions
Over the next five pages are the Factions. Write all the information onto index 
cards with a hole in one end, and tie them to the Cord with green thread at the 
indicated position.



Faction: The Southern Water Tribe
Description 
The Southern branch of the Water Tribe is small, consisting of a handful of 
families. The Tribe lives a subsistence lifestyle, taking just what they need from 
the land. They stay under the radar, as they aren’t strong enough to directly fight 
any of the larger nations.

Physical Detail
Dark blue parkas with fur linings.

Cultural Detail
Waterbenders from the tribe usually need to leave to find training, as they are 
not common enough to have a significant footprint in Southern society.

Landmark
A capsized Fire Nation ship, a dark and foreboding reminder of what the Tribe 
is hiding from.

Position on the Cord
The Southern Water Tribe should be tied at the far end of the Cord, closest to 
the Natural pole.



Faction: The Northern Water Tribe
Description 
The Northern Water Tribe maintain a fortress city at the north pole, the Northern 
Water Tribe stays out of international conflict whenever possible. They have 
embraced enough technology to create a powerful wall around their very 
spiritual society.

Physical Detail
Light blue and white clothes that seem a little too thin for their arctic climate.

Cultural Detail
Gender roles are very pronounced in the Northern Water Tribe, with men 
being warriors and women being healers and caretakers. Leadership is filled 
with both men and women.

Landmark
A tranquil pool in the city’s heart where the spirits of the Moon and the Ocean 
live.

Position on the Cord
The Northern Water Tribe are the second-most Natural Faction. They are more 
Industrial than The Southern Water Tribe, but are more Natural than Omashu.



Faction: Omashu
Description 
A border city of the Earth Kingdom, Omashu has embraced a combination 
of nature and technology, with their machines powered by gravity and their 
building materials carved gently out of the cliff face the city sits atop. They are a 
bastion of military power, but the citizens of the city do not live under strict rules.

Physical Detail
The citizens of Omashu cover their hair with turbans, wrappings, or hats.

Cultural Detail
Omashu has a reputation for being exceptionally friendly, even to outsiders.

Landmark
A network of slides up and down the conical city that act as a postal system.

Position on the Cord
Omashu is the Faction in the center. Omashu is more Industrial than The Northern 
Water Tribe, but more Natural than Ba Sing Se.



Faction: Ba Sing Se
Description 
Ba Sing Se is the capital of the Earth Kingdom. A huge, sprawling city, Ba Sing 
Se lives under strict hierarchical rules, enforced by a force of technologically 
advanced secret police. Ba Sing Se is committed to the good of the city and its 
elite, and is willing to resort to both internal and external violence to maintain 
the whole Kingdom.

Physical Detail
Green and beige robes are worn by both men and women, and hair is worn 
long.

Cultural Detail
Tradition is deeply important to Ba Sing Se, and it keeps most people from 
questioning the status quo.

Landmark
The Outer Wall that surrounds the city is a literal barrier between the environment 
and the city, and between the people and their enemies.

Position on the Cord
Ba Sing Se is the second-most Industrial Faction. They are more Industrial than 
Omashu, but are more Natural than The Fire Nation.



Faction: The Fire Nation
Description 
An imperialist military dictatorship, the Fire Nation uses the destructive power of 
fire to power their iron ships and devastate their enemies’ lands. Unconcerned 
with destruction of the environment, the Fire Nation seeks power for its leadership 
and a comfortable way of life for its people.

Physical Detail
Vibrant reds and yellows complement their black clothing.

Cultural Detail
The government of the Fire Nation employs extensive propaganda within its 
cities, so its broad base of internal support is built as much on lies as it is on 
results.

Landmark
The Fire Lord’s Palace is opulent, and fires burn wherever you look, constantly 
illuminating the entire palace with flickering orange light.

Position on the Cord
The Fire Nation should be tied at the far end of the Cord, closest to the Industrial 
pole.



The Conflicts
Tie red strings between each of the three following pairs of Factions.

The Fire Nation and Omashu
The Earth Kingdom and the Fire Nation are at war, and the Fire Nation’s most 
recent attacks have been focused on attempting to capture Omashu to stop it 
from supplying soldiers to the rest of the Kingdom.

Ba Sing Se and The Northern Water Tribe
The Northern Water Tribe has consistently refused to aid the Earth Kingdom in 
their defense efforts, with the Northerners afraid of being targeted by the full 
force of the Fire Nation’s enmity.

The Southern Water Tribe and Ba Sing Se
Years ago, the Southern Water Tribe sent many of its best fighters to aid Ba Sing 
Se’s efforts, but the Southerners have not heard back from their warriors. Ba 
Sing Se is silent, and have been accused of squandering the men and covering 
it up.



Who Would The Liminals Be?
When playing this Quick-Start World, players should create their own Liminals 
and explore this World and its tensions their own way. This Quick-Start takes 
place before the shows, and the show’s prominent characters are not yet old 
enough to be Liminals. Here are some suggestions to get started.

Amikka
Originating in the Northern Water Tribe, Amikka is tired of the inaction of her  
well-equipped Tribe, believing that stewardship of only a small piece of the 
environment without considering the rest is hypocrisy.

Zhunn
Originating in the Fire Nation, Zhunn is a firebender who sees the more nurturing 
and reflective side of fire, and can’t abide by his government’s corruption of the 
element’s reputation.

Du-Wei
Originating in Ba Sing Se, Du-Wei is a reformer who recognizes the growing 
disconnect between the Earth Kingdom’s people and their lands. Deconstructing 
the rigidity of his home city is the first step to a greater bond with the ever-
changing world.


